
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS



Congratulations 
on your new IBEX
Growing System. 
With these step-by-step instructions you’ll be up 

and growing shortly. You can also find a step-by-step 

installation video at ibexgrows.com/FAQ.
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a. Bine Wires (18)

b. 13' Front and Rear Tieback Cables (2)

c. 15' Ground Anchor Cables (2)

d. 32' Support Cables (2)

e. Marking Flags (5) 

f. Post Stabilizers (2)

g. 3' Front Tieback Cables (2)

h. 3' Rear Tieback Cables (2)

i. Trellis Side Plates (2)

j. Ground Anchor Assembly (2)

k. Anchor Driving Rod (1)

l. Earth Auger (1)

m. Level (1) 

n. Trellis Arms (2)

o. Trellis Ground Posts (2) 

p. Washers (10)

q. Lock Nuts (10)

r. 2 1/2" Bolts (10)

s. Spring Clips (36)

t. 1-1/4" End Caps (2)

u. 1-1/2" End Caps (2)

v. Detent Pins (4)

w. Gripple Connector (6)

x. Gripple Key (1)

y. Hammer Cap (1)

z. Poly Blocks (8)

Parts Included:



Call 811

Location

Remember to call 811 a few days before installation to have the utility companies mark all 

underground utilities. Proceed with installation only after the utilities have been located.

To get started, take a look at your space and determine the best location for your IBEX 

system. The more sun your hop plants have, the happier they’ll be.

It’s not required, but if you can run your trellis in an east-west direction you’ll 
get maximum southern (and sun) exposure.
 

TIP

Measure

Next, determine the total space needed for your trellis. To do so, start with your desired trellis 

length and add 18' to allow for the ground anchors.

For example, to install a 15-foot trellis, start with 15' and add 18' (9' for the ground anchors 

on each end). The total space needed will be 33' (fig. 1). For a 30-foot system, the total length 

needed will be 48'.
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Layout

With your total length in mind, it’s time to layout your system. Insert a stake at one end 

of your total length. This will be the location of your first ground anchor. 

Measure the full length of your system and place the second stake. This will be the location 

of your other ground anchor.

Stretch a string between the two stakes, pull it tight and tie it. This string establishes 

the straight line you’ll use to install the other trellis components.

Landscape Cloth

Landscape cloth can help control weeds. If you choose to use it, unroll it along the stretched 

string and cut to the proper length.

To determine the correct length, start with the full length of your system—including ground 

anchors—and add an extra 6'' on each end, which will be folded under.

So for a 15-foot trellis, with a total length of 33', you’ll need 34' of landscape cloth. 

For a 30-foot trellis, with a total length of 48', you’ll need 49' of cloth.

Unfold the cloth to its full width (48''). With help from a friend, slide it under the stretched 

string. Align the yellow centerline on the cloth directly under the stretched string.

Keeping the landscape cloth taut as you work, fasten it to the ground using landscape 

staples. Secure the fabric with four staples on each end, and a staple every 2' (approx.) 

along each side.

(OPTIONAL)
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Mark Ground Anchors 
and Remove String

Mark the locations of your end stakes with supplied flags. Then you can remove the stakes 

and stretched string. Now you have successfully marked the locations of the two vertical 

posts, plus the ground anchors at each end (fig. 3).
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Drill Holes for Ground Posts

Using a utility knife, cut a 2'' hole at the locations of the two center flags. Remove each 

flag, and using a drill and the supplied auger bit, drill the holes for the ground posts. 

Drill down the full length of the auger bit (fig. 4).

Be sure to keep the bit straight up-and-down as you drill. It may help to have 
someone observe as you drill—to ensure the bit is not leaning—or check the 
bit for plumb using the level.

To make installation easier, once the holes are drilled to the full depth, 
it may help to move the bit around, to widen the hole slightly.

TIP

TIP
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Ground Post Location

Measure between your end stakes and determine the center point. Mark this location with 

one of the supplied flags. From the center point, measure (in each direction) a distance 

equal to half the length of your final trellis, and mark those locations with flags.

For example, if you are installing a 15' trellis, you would measure 7' 6'' in each direction, 

from the center point (fig. 2).

For a 30' trellis, you will measure 15' in each direction. These will be the locations of the 

ground posts for your trellis.
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FIG 4
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Install Ground Posts

Add Stabilizers
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Place the lower portion of the first ground post (Part O) into the ground, making sure the 

holes on the post are in line with the length of the trellis. Insert the hammer cap (Part Y) 
into the top of the post (fig. 5). Using a sledge hammer, carefully drive the post into the 

ground, until the mark on the side of the post is at the surface of the ground (fig. 6).

As you are driving the post, check regularly with a level, to ensure the post is plumb and 

has not rotated. Repeat for the other post.

With the ground posts installed, it is time to install the post stabilizers (Part F). You will 

need two short or one long stabilizer per side.

Slide the stabilizer(s) over each ground post (fig. 7).

Once the stabilizers are in place, install the end cap (Part T) on the vertical ground post. 

Repeat this for the other vertical post.

Note: For this step, you are adding the stabilizers to the posts, but are NOT installing them 
fully into the ground. 

Install Side Plates11

Next, you will install two side plates onto the top of each ground post. The outer and inner 

plates are different. As you look at each plate, make sure the cutout IBEX logo is situated 

in the lower-left corner and reads correctly (fig. 8).

Position the two plates on either side of the vertical ground post. Insert a bolt (Part R) 
through each of the holes shown in Figure 9. The bolts should extend through both plates. 

Add a washer (Part P) and nut (Part Q) to each bolt and make each nut snug using a 7/16'' 

wrench or a ratchet with 7/16'' socket.

Note: The bolt head should be against the outer plate and the nut with washer should 
be against the inner plate. Repeat this process for the other ground post.
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Install Trellis Arms

Ground Post Spacing

Install Stabilizers

Add Fixed Arm Blocks
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Position the bottom of the first trellis arm (Part N) between the side plates (fig. 10). 
It should initially be installed in the ‘down’ position. Orient and install with the lower 

& upper cable stay flanges facing the anchor.

Insert a bolt through the indicated hole in the outer plate (fig. 11). Add a washer and nut on 

the inside. Snug the nut using a 7/16'' wrench or socket. Repeat on other side. 

Measure the distance between the two ground posts at ground level (fig. 12).

Then measure the distance at the ends of the trellis arms. These measurements should 

be the same. If they are not, adjust the posts so the measurements match, and ensure each 

post is plumb using the level.

If you are using landscape cloth, use a utility knife to cut a 4-inch slit in the fabric on 

either side of the ground post (fig. 13). Using a mallet or hammer, pound the stabilizers 

into the ground until they are flush with the surface (fig. 14). As you’re hammering, 

alternate sides to make sure they go in straight. 

It is time to install the fixed poly blocks (Part Z) that the rotating arm will rest against. 

You will need two blocks (front and rear) on each trellis assembly.

Raise the trellis arm to the upright position and insert the front block between the side 

plates. Align the hole in the block with the indicated hole in the side plates (fig. 15). Insert 

a bolt through the outer side plate and secure on the inside with a washer and nut (fig. 16). 

Snug tight with a 7/16'' wrench or socket. Lower the trellis arm until it rests against the 

front block. Then place the rear block between the side plates and secure in the same 

manner. Repeat this process to install the blocks on the other trellis assembly.
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Ground Anchors

Ground Anchor Support Cables

Removable Trellis Blocks
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Next, you will install a ground anchor (Part J) at each end of the trellis. The anchors 

will be installed at the locations of the outermost flags—9' from each of the vertical 

ground posts (fig. 17). 

Insert the pointed end of the first anchor into the ground at the location of the flag. 

Insert the anchor driving rod (Part K) into the hole on the anchor (fig. 18) and use 

a sledge hammer to drive the anchor into the ground until the loop is flush with 

the surface (fig. 19).

Pull up firmly on the ground anchor cable to ‘set’ the anchor (fig. 20). You should 

feel it move into place. Repeat this process for the other ground anchor.

Next, you will install the cables that connect the ground anchors to the trellis. 

Insert the 15' upper ground anchor cable (Part C) through the top cable stay on the trellis 

arm (fig. 21). Pull the cable through, leaving 3–4'' of cable on the inside of the trellis arm.

Insert the other end of the upper ground anchor cable through the Gripple cable 

connector (Part W) attached to the end of the lower ground anchor cable (fig. 22). 
Pull the cable, leaving 3–4'' of cable sticking through. Do not tighten cable yet. 

Next you will install the front and rear removable blocks (Part Z) that support the upper 

trellis arm when it’s in the fully upright position.

With the trellis arm in the fully upright position, insert the front block between the side 

plates and align the hole with the hole in the plate (hole indicated in fig. 23). Secure the 

block with one of the removable detent pins (Part V).

Insert the rear block in the same manner (fig. 23).

Repeat this process for the other end of the trellis.
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Remove Slack from 
Ground Anchorables19

With the trellis arms in the fully upright position, check the first arm with a level to make 

sure it is plumb (fig. 24). Have a helper pull the upper ground anchor cable through the 

cable to remove the slack. 

Repeat on the other trellis arm.

Install Coated Cables20

Next, you will install the upper and lower support cables (Part D). Remove the pins from 

the front removable blocks on each end of the trellis and rotate the trellis arms downward. 

(fig. 25).

Beginning with the lower support cable, insert one end of the cable into the bottom wire 

stay on the trellis arm. Insert from the inside of the arm and pull until approximately 3–4'' 

of cable is sticking through (fig. 26).

Insert the other end of the cable into the corresponding wire stay on the other end of the 

trellis and pull it through. Don’t tighten the cable yet. Leave excess cable sticking through.

Repeat this process to install the upper support cable (fig. 27).

With both support cables installed, measure the distance between the ends of the upper 

trellis arms (fig. 28). Make sure this distance matches the distance between the ground posts 

at ground level.

Once the measurements match, hold the trellis arms in that position and pull the loose ends 

of the cable to tighten the upper support cable. You can now trim off excess cable, leaving 

6–8'' on each end (fig. 29).

Finally, rotate the trellis into the “up” position (fig. 30) Now you can tighten the lower 

support cable and trim off excess cable, leaving 6–8'' on each end.
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Install Front Tieback Cables

Install Rear Tieback Cables
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You will now install the tie back cables (Part G) that help support the trellis. 

Rotate the trellis arms to the “down” position. Insert a 13' coated cable into the cable 

stay leaving 3–4'' sticking through (fig. 31). Install the 3' cable with a red sticker by 

clipping the attached carabiner onto the ground anchor spring (fig. 32). 

Connect the 13' and 3' cables with the Gripple cable connector (fig. 33). 

Do not tighten cables yet.

Repeat this process for the other tieback cable. Move the Gripple connector up the long 

(13') cable until the cables are taut (fig. 34). Remove slack from the connected cables 

on each end.

Unhook the carabiners (fig. 35) and rotate the trellis arms up, past vertical, and rest them 

on the rear blocks.

Attach the remaining short (3') cables to the ground anchor springs using the carabiners 

(fig. 36). Slide another Gripple cable connector onto the 13' cable, keeping it 5–6'' away 

from the other Gripple connector (fig. 37). Slide the loose end of the 3' cable through 

the connector. Do not tighten cables yet.

Repeat this process for the other tieback cable. Remove slack from the cables evenly 

on both ends until cables are taut (fig. 38).
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Install Vertical Bine Wires23

Next you will install the bine wires on which your hop bines will climb. Determine how many 

bine wires you will be using for installation. We recommend using a minimum of three (3) 

wires per hop plant, spaced about 12'' apart (fig. 39).

With the trellis in the ‘down’ position, attach the end of a bine wire (Part A) to the top 

support cable using one of the provided spring clips (Part S). To do so, place the clip over 

the support cable and slightly compress (fig. 40). 

Stick the end of the wire up through the bottom hole in the clip and out the top hole. 

Leave about 2–3'' of wire sticking out the top. Attach the wire to the lower support cable 

in the same way (fig. 41).

To position the bine wires, compress the spring clip and slide the spring clip and bine wire 

along the support cable. Repeat this process for each of your wires, allowing adequate 

space between each of your hop plants. 

Disconnect the tieback cables from the ground anchors and raise the trellis to the ‘up’ 

position. Push the excess length of bine wires into the soil to position and secure.

FIG 39
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Congratulations, 
your installation 
is complete! 
Crack a cold one and celebrate. You’re ready for hop plants.
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